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ON THE

MORTALITY

OF THE

PEOPLE OF ENGLAND.

By T. R. EDMONDS, Esq., B.A., London, late
of Trinity College, Cambridge.

ANY attempt to facilitate the investiga-
tion of the laws of human mortality will
probably obtain the favourable regard of
the medical profession. My present ob-
ject is not only to make such an attempt,
but also to communicate an entirely new
collection of facts deduced from the En-
glisla Population Returns just completed.
The ages of the living contained in the
population returns of 1821, combined with
the ages of the dying contained in the re-
turns of 1831, just published, will be found
to add greatly to our knowledge of the
laws of human mortality.
About one hundred years ago the first

attempts were made to investigate the
laws of human mortality, and to deter-
mine the relation between the living and
the dying at each year of age. The re-
sults obtained were very distant approxi-
mations to the truth, because the mate-
rials then existing were incomplete. All
ancient tables of mortality are founded

upon the ages of the dying only, combined,
generally, with a presumed knowledge of
the total number of deaths, and of the

. total number of the living population at
all ages. Nothing was known as to the
distribution of the living population in
decennial, or in any other intervals of age.
In the absence of this essential informa-
tion, the authors of those tables were com-
pelled to make suppositions which were
probably greatly at variance with the
facts. Until the publication of the Swedish
observations, towards the end of the last

century, nothing was positively known re-
specting the relation of the dying to the
living, at distinct intervals of age, for any
population. In Sweden many enumera-
tions have been made in which the ages of
the living in quinquennial intervals are
distinguished. The only similar enumera-
tions which have been made in any other

country, are those made by Dr. Heysham,
about the year 1785, for the town of Car-
lisle, and those made for all England in
the year 1821. The English population
returns of 1831 contain no information

respecting the ages of the living. The

Swedish, the Carlisle, and the English,
are the only observations extant which
can be supposed to indicate correctly the

relative mortality at different ages. If the
absolute mortality of the total of either of
these populations were known, then the
absolute mortality at each interval of age
would also be known. But the fact is,
that no considerable degree of confidence
can be placed in the correctness of the
total numbers of living and of dying either
at Carlisle or in Sweden; whilst in Eug-
land the acknowledged errors for populous
places are of enormous magnitude. It is

only in France and in the Netherlands,
where correctness is secured by a good
system, enforced by heavy penalties, that
any great confidence can be reposed on
statements of the absolute mortality of the
total population.

It is very generally believed that the

mortality of the principal nations of Eu-
rope has diminished considerably during
the last fifty years. In former times it

was supposed that the annual mortality
varied from one in twenty-five for large
towns, to one in thirty-five for the general
population of a country. At the present
time a common statement is, that the mor-
tality for large towns is one in thirty, and
for the general population one in forty.
The mortality of the English population
is supposed to have experienced the great-
est diminution ; and statements have been
made in parliamentary papers, that the
mortality has been so low as one in fifty-
five. I believe, however, that no lower
estimate than one in forty-five for the
total English population can be traced to
any good authority. Such an estimate
has been made by Mr. Milne, and has
served him for the foundation of an at-
tempted proof of the applicability of the
Carlisle Table, to the mortality of all

England. The proof was inconelti--iive,
because it was assumed in the absence of

any evidence that the proportion of deaths
below and above five years of age, was the
same for England as it had been for Car-
lisle. It is only within the last four or
five months, that the error of this assump-
tion has been demonstrated by the publi-
cation of the ages of the dying population
of England. According to the Carlisle
Table, the deaths in England during the

seven years 1818-24, under and above
the age of five years, should have been in
the proportion of forty-nine to fifty-one,
whilst the proportion really was that of
thirty-five to sixty-five. Consequently, if
the total number of deaths has been cor-
rectly assumed by Mr. Milne, the mor-
tality in all England was nearly thirty per
cent. greater than that indicated by the
Carlisle Table, at all ages greater than
five, and thirty per cent. less than the
Carlisle rate at all ages under five years.
To persons interested in the study of
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the laws of human mortality, there is no
fact on record so remarkable as the com-

paratively low mortality in infancy of the
English population. The observations on
the English population are apparently at
variance with the observations on the

mortality of every other population. The
existence of a principle which will reduce
to harmony these apparently conflicting
rcsults is evidently probable, and ought to
be sought for. I believe that I have dis-
covered this principle; and I commenced
a long series of laborious calculations
founded upon this principle, six years be-
fore the publication of the present direct
evidence of its truth. Three years ago I

pnolislmcl a theoretical table under the

designation of " Mean Mortality," which,
tor the period of iniancy, hore no resem-
blance to any existing table. This is now
the only table which bears any resem-
blance to the tables of mortality which
can be founded upon the English obser-
vations. The principle alluded to having
been already explained in No. 605 of Ttm:
LANCET, it may be sullicient here to state
that it rests on the discovery of three
numbers, which regulate in a very simple
manner all variations in human mortality.
The following are the numbers:-32.39,
2.99, and 7.97 : the first measures the an-
nual decrease per cent. in infancy, the
second indicates the rate at which the
mortality increases during the existence
of the procreative power, and the third

indicates the annual increase after the
cessation of that power. The &deg; procrea-
tive period" generally extends from the
age of thirteen to the age of fifty-five
years; but these limits are subject to small
variations in different populations, and in
the same population at different times. In
constructing the table of " Mean Mor-
tality," I diminished by one year the
usual length of the period of infancy, or
the period over which the number 32.39
presides, which simple change has been
sutlicient to reconcile the English with
other observations.

In every table of mortality, taking quin-
quennial intervals of age, which are the
smal12st divisions that can afford any use - 
ful information, the minimum mortality
occurs at the third interval, or between
the ages of ten and fifteen years. The
mean age at which the minimum is first
attained, is generally eight or nine years.
Supposing, what is very probable, that the
time of attaining this minimum precedes
the age of puberty by a fixed number of
years (say four), it will be evident that no
two individuals will arrive at this epoch
precisely at the same age. For any useful

practical purpose, there is, however, nothing
.to prevent the assumption of a certain
mean age of attaining this minimum, pro-
vided the theoretical results for periods
of five years agree with the results of ob-
servation.

In all tables of mortality founded upon
previous observations, the mean age of

attaining the minimum mortality, varies
from 8;- years for general populations, to

9 3/4 for the population of cities. In England
this age varies from 7 3/4 to 9 years. The
above table exhibits nearly all the facts,
publicly known, respecting the rate of
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mortality below the age of fifteen years. There exist many other concordant obser- 
%rations for this period of age ; but they
cannot be referred to as facts, because the
iages of the contemporary number living
were not observed. I have also given the
results of five theoretical tables, which willserve to indicate how easily the facts are 
reconcilable with the new principle. The 
numbers in the columns of" Absolute Mor-
tality are interesting, being generally
deemed correct. But a much higher de-
gree of confideiice is due to the propor-
tional numbers in the columns of " Rela-
tive Mortality," with which alone we are at
present concerned, as indicating the mean
age of attaining the minimum. It will
be seen that the mortality in Sweden and ICarlisle under the age of five years, was
nearly fifteen times the minimum, whilst
in all England it was less than ten times’
the minimum.

In order to ascertain the mortality of an
extensive population, the generally recom-
mended mode of proceeding is, to demand
the number and ages of all the dying dur-
ing a certain period, together with the 
number and ages of all the living, from one
or more enumerations. It is not desirable
that the ages of the contemporary dying
and living should be distinguished into
smaller intervals than five yeais; and for I
ages greater than fifteen, decennial inter- I
vals of age are generally sufficient. Returns I
’upon this principle have been obtained
from Sweden at various times, from Car
lisle in 1785, and from all England in 1821.
This plan of proceeding would be perfect
if the returns made were accurate. In the
case of England, however, it has never
been pretended that the absolute numbers
returned make any approach to accuracy.
The totals are admitted to be unknown, 
and it is only on the correctness of the
proportional distribution at each age, that
any degree of confidence can be reposed.
This obvious defect might, however, have
been provided against, and the absolute
mortality would now have been ascer-

tained, if the living population of 1831 had
been distributed in decennial intervals of 
age, as was done in the English popu- I
lation returns of 1821. The correctness Iof the absolute mortality deduced, would
then have been entirely dependent on the
knowledge of the rate of increase of the
total population, which is generally ad-
mitted to have been correctly ascertained.
The absolute mortality deduced from de-
cennial enumerations of the living in decen-
nial intervals of age, is subject to only one
source of error, that from migration. This
however is of no importance when the
ages of the dying are also given; because
the nllative mortality at each age being

then known, nothing more la required
than to fix the absolute mortality at anyone age, say between sixty and eightyyears,
where there is little or no migration. The
data from which the law of mortality of the
English population can now be deduced,
consist of an enumeration of the living in
1821, together with the number of deaths
during the seven years 1818-24, the ages
of the living and dying being distinguished
in quinquennial intervals below the age of
twenty, and in decennial intervals above
that age. The scale of relative mortality
indicated by these data may be converted
into a scale of absolute mortality, by the
use of some common multiplier, depending
upon the estimate which may be made of

deficiency in the deaths. I believe that
the materials will be found sufficient to
determine the absolute mortality in all
England, within 10 per cent. of the truth.

If it be assumed, in the absence of any
direct or indirect evidence to the contrary,
that the increase of the English population
is due entirely to the excess of births over
death?, it may be satisfactorily shown that
the true deficiency in the deaths amounts
nearly to twenty per cent. The increase
of the population of England and Wales
during the ten years 1821-31, amounted to
1897 in thousands. The corresponding
number of births entered in the parish

I registers was 3753, of deaths 2463 ; givingan excess of births over deaths of only1290 instead of 1897, the real increase of
population. The difference, 607, arises
from the excess of unentered births over
unentered deaths. In the population re-
turns of 1831, there is a direct statement,
founded upon large numbers, that the
unentered births exceed the unentered
deaths in the proportion nearly of two toone. It follows, therefore, that (2 x 687=)
1214 was the number of unentered births,
and 607 the number of unentered deaths,
which leave the required excess 607.
The true number of deaths being then
3070, and the unentered being 607, the
deficiency is represented by twenty out
of a hundred. The mean population ofEngland and Wales during these ten years
was 13,087 in thousands, excluding the
sailors and soldiers in foreign countries
supposed to 1)0 149, or one-half of the total
number. The annual deaths will there-
fore amount to 2.35 per cent. on the total
population, or one out of 43.

The following table exhibits two scales
of the absolute mortality in England and
Wales during the seven years 1818-24;
one consequent on the assumption that
the registered deaths are deficient 20 per
cent., and the other consequent on the
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assumption, that the deficiency is only 4
per cent. For purposes of comparison,
there are also stated the results of two

published theoretical tables, and the re-sults of the Carlisle observations of Dr.Heysham.
MORTALITY IN ENGLAND AND WALES DURING SEVEN YnARS 1818.24.

The mortality in infancy having been
already discussed, it will be sufficient here
to rernark, that for ages under fifteen, the
absolute and relative results of the theore-
tical table of ’‘ mean mortality," much
more nearly resemble the facts occurring
in England, than do the results of any
other published table. Below the age of
fifteen, the Carlisle observations are totally
irreconcilable with the English observa-
tions, upon any possible assumption of de-
nciency in the deaths. At ages greater
than fifteen, the results of theory differ
from the apparent facts in two cases only
out of nine, viz., betwecntwentyandthirty,
and between eighty and ninety years of age ;
the difference in each case being about 12
per cent. The difference in the latter case

may be disregarded, because it opposes all
other observations, and because it might
be accounted for on the supposition of a
decreasing population between the ages of
eighty and ninety years, of which there
exists strong evidence. The difference
between the theory and the reported fact
is thus reduced to one point out of eight.
But the numerous observations made in
Sweden, and the single observation made
in Carlisle, agree with the theory in this
disputable eighth point; whence it may
justly be concluded as highly probable
that the apparent fact in England either

had no existence, or depended upon some
accidental circumstances of rare occur-

rence. In constructing the theoretical
table of "Village Mortality" from the
Carlisle observations, I acted upon a prin-
ciple of this nature ; and the above com-
parative table affords the most decided
confirmation of the correctness of my pro-
ceeding. In my " Village Table 

" 1 found
it necessary to deviate from the facts in
two cases only, viz., between fifty and sixty
and between ninety and one hundred years
of age. In both these cases it will be seen,
that my predicted numbers have been ve-
rified by an accurate coincidence with the
facts now reported to have existed in Eng.
land. Supposing the registered deaths to
be deficient only four per cent. from the
truth, the " Carlisle " and the " Village 

"

tables will each nearly represent the mor-
tality occurring in England above the age
of fifteen years. But whilst the " Car-
lisle disagrees with the fact for all Eng-
land in three instances, the " Village 

"

table disagrees in one instance only. It

may be useful here to remarlc, that the ex-
traordinary irregularities in the annual
decrements of Mr. Milne’s Carlisle table,
have no foundation on facts, but are really
in opposition to the facts upon which the
table is professed to be founded. The
Carlisle observations of Dr. Heysham fur-
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nish nothing more than the knowledge bf
the rate of mortality for decennial inter-
vals of age. These decennial rates increase
in the most uniform manner; whence the

proper conclusion is, that the annual rates
also increased uniformly, as they do in my
"Village Table," and as they do not inMr. Milne’s Carlisle table.

TABLE showing what would have been the proportional -LVuinbe2- of Deaths
at each interval of Age, if tlae Carlisle Table had been applicable to the

Mortality of England and Wales during the Seven Years 1818-24.

From the above it will be seen that ac-
cording to the Carlisle Table, the deaths
in England under and above five years of
age, should have been in the proportion of
1289 to 1323, or as 49.3 to 50.7. But the

proportion really was that of 5217 to 9750,
or of 34.9 to 65.1.

If the rate below five years be reduced
from 8.23 to 4.52, then the deaths under
and above 5 years will be in the propor-
tion of 35 to 65 according to the facts.
There is a serious discrepancy between

the results of the English population re-
turns, and the general mass of evidence
accumulated respecting the relative mor-
tality of the two sexes. The majority of
other observations agree iu showing, that
the mortality of the female sex is less than
that of the male sex, at every age of life, in
the proportion of ten to eleven. Accord-

ing to the English observations, the mor-
tality of females is greater than that of
males between the ages of ten and nfty
years, in the proportion of eleven to ten.
Such an extraordinary result diminishes
greatly the confidence which might other-
wise be reposed in the correctness of the
materials, and warrants our regarding as
of little value, the apparent deviation of
thu fact from the theory between the ages
of twenty and thirty years. It is rather
remarkable that the published observa-
tions on the annuitants of the British go-
vernment, should be invalidatcd by pre -

senting an extraordinary result of an op-
posite nature. According to these ohser-
vations, female life is more valuable than
male life, in a degree much superior to
that indicated bv anv other observations.
Whether the mortality of the English

population has been increasing or decreas-
ing during the last fifty years, or whether
the present mortality is greater or less
than that now existing in France, are

questions not capable of solution by any
direct evidence. The only new and im-
portant fact established by the English
population returns is, that the relative

mortality in infancy is much less than was
before supposed to exist in any country.
But there is no direct evidence whereby
to determine whether or not this compa-
ratively low mortality in infancy has al-
w-a ys existed in England and in France, or
in any more temperate climate than that of
Sweden. The argument for the diminution
of the mortality in England, founded upon
a diminished ratio of burials contained
in the parish registers, cannot be regard-
ed as of any weight, unless it he assumed,
which is highly improbable, that the por-
tion of burials out of the church-grounds
has not been increasing during the last
fifty years. The mortality of the French
population during the seven years 1818-24,
has been ascertained to he 2.49 per cent.

per annum. The mortality of the English
population during the same period was
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2.28 per cent., upon the assumption that
the deaths contained in the parish regis-
ters were deficient 20 per cent. from the
total number. If the English population
had been distributed according to ages, in
the same manner as a stationary popula-
tion, the annual rate would have been
2.37 per cent., which is the number to be

compared with 2.49 of the French popu-
lation regarded as stationary. There does
not seem to exist any ground for suppos-
ing the circumstances of the English po-
putation to be more favourable to life than
those of the French population.*’ There
exists even one strong reason for enter.
taining a contrary supposition. It is a

fact universally admitted, that the town

population of any country suffers a rate of
mortality considerably higher than that
suffered by the rural population. If the

mortality of the rural population of two
countries be the same, the general mor-
tality will be greatest in that wherein the

proportion of town population is the e
greatest. In England, for example, the
proportion of town population is very
considerable, and is nearly twice as great
as that of France. If, therefore, it he as’
snmed, that the general mortality of Eng.
land is even eqxxal to that of France, it is a
necessary part of that assumption, that
the rural population of England suffer a
considerably lower rate of mortality than
do the rural population of France. This
is an assumption unsupported by any nu-
merical, political, or physiological evi-
dence. That the mortality of England
nearly resembles that of France, is ren-
dered probable by the fact, that the mor-
tality of the French army at home during
peace, differs in no significant degree from
that of the English army similarly situ-
ated.
One of the most valuable results of the

four English population returns, is the in-
dication of the rate of increase of the po-

* STATEMENT OF FACTS ON WHICH THE MORTALITY IN ENGLAND AND WALES IS

FOUNDED.

(t The rate of mortality of Males between 20 and 30 years of age, is derived from
adding to the number living one-tenth part, which is nearly one-half of the Sailors
and Soldiers who encountered risk of death in England.)
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pulation. The increase for the last thirty
years on the total population has amount-
ed to 15 per cent. every ten years nearly.
This ascertained rate of increase agrees
with the supposition made in these returns,
that the births have been increasing at
the rate of 1&frac12; per cent. per annum, or

16 per cent every ten years. Upon these
materials 1 have founded a comparison of
the numbers rcsulting from my theoreti-
cal table of " Mean Mortality," and the
number of females ascertained to be living
in each decennial interval of age in the

year 
1821. I have supposed the births to

have increased 16 per cent. every ten

years for the fifty-five years 1766-1820 ;
and I have also supposed the births before
that period to have been stationary, which
; is equivalent to supposing the population
above fifty years of age to be stationary.
In making this latter assumption, I have
the support of Dr. Price, one of the highest
authorities on the subject, who expressed a
decided opinion that the population of

England about the year 1765, was either
stationary or decreasing.

From the above it will be seen, that the

hypothetical results are almost coincident
with the facts at every age. Between

twenty and forty the total numbers agree ;
the apparent excess of living between the
ages of twenty and thirty, is an event

which might be expected to follow from
the known disposition of females between
thirty and forty to understate their ages.
Above the age of eighty years the lzopula-
tion was apparently decreasing. But the
numbers ate e so small, and the uncertainty
of age is so great, that no safe conclusions
can be founded on these appearances. The
near coincidence of the numbers in the
above comparative table, inclines me to
adhere to the table of " Mean Mortality"
as a correct representation of the mortality
of the English heolzle. Without the sup-
port of the indirect evidence of this com-
parative table, it would have been neces-

sary to reduce still more the mortality in
infancy, which in the table of " Mean
Mortality" is already 20 per cent. less
than in any other table.

Grafton Street, Fitxroy Square,
May 30th, 1835.

PHRENOLOGY.&mdash;The Apdl number of the Pari-
sian Phrenological Journal contains a Discoitise

pronounced at the annoal meeting of the Phreno-
logical Society of Peris, 22nd of Angust, 1834, by
Professor Andral, tUc president. The object of

Professor Andral, in his Address, is to show that

phrenology "ought henceforth to form a part of
the :;rave and sciions studies of physiology." He
states tlmn, thongh not a sin;ilc organ in the brain
had been determined by Gall, the foundations of
the science would not cu that account have existed
the less." He regards exceptions to well-esta-
blished piiuciples as apparent only ; and qnotes
with applobation the tcntark uf M. Bonill.md,
that," while every theory wl.ich is contradicted by
a well-observed fact is false, it is not less true that

every fdet which is in contradiction wilh a riyn-
rously demonstrated theory has been ill observed."
" If phrenology," he adds, " be true, give your-
selve, no uneasiness about its ftittile snccess; for
there is ttu example ou rccord uf any trntt which,
once lannched into the world, has fnled there to

make its way." The following extract from the
account of the Society’s pr oceedings by Dr. Casitnir
Boussais, stows that the members tahe a sound
view of their dnties :-" I I attirnt and iepeat, in the
name of ruy colleagnes, that we stndy phrenology
witit the completest independence: we ate fully
convinced of the reality of its fnndameutal princi
ples, bnt far from pretending that the science IS

complete, we do all in our power to conltibute to
hring abont snch a result."&mdash;Edinburgh Phrenolo-
gical Journal, June, 1635.


